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ABSTRACT
Industrial-scale machine learning applications often train and maintain massive models that can be on the order of hundreds of millions
to billions of parameters. Model parallelism thus plays a significant
role to support these machine learning tasks. Recent work in this
area has been dominated by parameter server architectures that
follow an asynchronous computation model, introducing added
complexity and approximation in order to scale to massive workloads. In this work, we explore model parallelism in the distributed
bulk-synchronous parallel (BSP) setting, leveraging some recent
progress made in the area of high performance computing, in order
to address these complexity and approximation issues. Using collaborative filtering as a case-study, we introduce an efficient model
parallel industrial scale algorithm for alternating least squares (ALS),
along with a highly optimized implementation of ALS that serves
as the default implementation in MLlib, Apache Spark’s machine
learning library. Our extensive empirical evaluation demonstrates
that our implementation in MLlib compares favorably to the leading
open-source parameter server framework, and our implementation
scales to massive problems on the order of 50 billion ratings and
close to 1 billion parameters.
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INTRODUCTION

The emergence of massive datasets has motivated the data parallel
paradigm [5] in the distributed setting. Indeed, modern industrial
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learning applications like collaborative filtering for recommendation systems or click-through rate prediction for display advertisements [14] require such distributed storage and processing capabilities. However, these learning applications also generate massive
machine learning models, often on the order of hundreds of millions to billions of parameters in size. These models are typically
too large to store and update on a single machine, thus motivating
model parallel industrial scale approaches for efficient storage and
updating of massive models.
Bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) systems such as Apache Hadoop
and Apache Spark are arguably the most commonly used systems
for data parallel tasks, given their elegant and serial-equivalent computational model. However, BSP systems have received much less
attention for model parallel learning tasks, as the iterative nature
of most distributed learning algorithms is seemingly a mismatch
with BSP systems’ synchronization requirements. This mismatch
has motivated the development of asynchronous parameter server
architectures [7, 37], which handle model parallelism by using a
stale synchronous update mechanism that relieves the bottleneck
of straggler nodes and thus reduces idle computation resources.
Recent parameter server frameworks like [18, 33], built around
the flexible asynchronous communication model, have shown to
consistently outperform BSP systems like Apache Mahout [27] and
graph-centric platforms such as GraphLab [20].
However, these asynchronous mechanisms [11, 16] introduce
added complexities in machine learning applications. For instance,
in order to ensure convergence of these approximate solutions, parameter servers typically use a dedicated scheduler [18, 33] which
identifies the parameters that can be updated at any given time. The
scheduler also allots higher priority to parameters with slow convergence rates to speed up convergence [33]. Parameter servers thus
incur additional computational expenses in the form of scheduling
overhead and dependency structure resolution [33], and require significant resources to develop and maintain their complex software
implementations.
In light of the complexities associated with parameter servers,
in this work we revisit the efficacy of model parallelism in BSP
systems. We focus on matrix factorization approaches [15, 28]
for collaborative filtering as a case-study to compare BSP and parameter servers systems. While naive BSP algorithms for matrix
factorization may not be scalable, we demonstrate that an industrial
scale algorithmic approach, along with an optimized implementation in Spark can compete with a state-of-the-art open source

parameter server implementation, and can even outperform it. Our
two main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We introduce a industrial scale distributed algorithm for
the classic Alternating Least Squares (ALS) method for
matrix factorization in the BSP setting. Our algorithm currently serves as the default collaborative filtering method
in a leading open source machine learning library – Spark
MLlib [24]. In particular, we describe a novel block-to-block
join technique along with a series of rigorous engineering efforts, the latter of which translates many abstract
concepts originating from recent progress in high performance computing [6] into highly-efficient communication,
storage, and computational optimizations. Together, our
novel algorithm and implementation optimizations result
in significant speedups and scalability for large-scale model
parallel machine learning applications.
• We present comprehensive experimental results on industrialscale datasets comparing our optimized ALS algorithm
with an optimized open-source parameter server implementation (Petuum [33]). Our results demonstrate that our
BSP approach is comparable in terms of accuracy and runtime with Petuum for models with relatively small numbers
of parameters, while we significantly outperform Petuum
as the number of model parameters increases. We perform
an extensive empirical evaluation with three industrial
datasets (one of which is from an actual industrial deployment) that contain as many as 50 billion ratings. We learn
matrix factorization models with up to a billion parameters,
thereby showing the robustness, efficiency and scalability
of our implementation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we
briefly review the recent literature on collaborative filtering problem. Section 3 reviews the state-of-the-art distributed systems used
for large-scale collaborative filtering problems. Section 4 first discusses the limitations of a naive BSP ALS implementation, and
then gradually introduces our various optimizations in detail that
result in an efficient ALS algorithm, along with the lessons learnt
on the way. The experimental results on industry-scale datasets are
presented in Section 5.

2

BACKGROUND

The leading approach to solving large-scale collaborative filtering
problems for recommendation engines is via matrix factorization [1,
15]. In this model, we want to learn the hidden user and item
factors from an incomplete ratings matrix. More formally, let A ∈
Rnu ×nv be the incomplete ratings data, where nu and nv denote
the total number of users and items, respectively. Then, the matrix
factorization problem can be formulated as:
X

min

U ∈Rnu ×k
V ∈Rnv ×k

(i,j ) ∈Ω

|

(Ai j − uTi v j ) 2 + λ(||U ||F2 | + ||V ||F2 )
{z

д(U ,V ;A)

(1)

}

where Ω represents the indices for observed ratings, λ is the regularization parameter, and uTi and vTj denote the i t h and j th row
vectors of the matrices U and V representing the k-dimensional

feature vectors of user i and item j, respectively. Minimizing the
above objective function allows us to approximate the incomplete
ratings matrix as the product of two rank-k matrices.
While the input ratings matrix A is typically sparse, the user and
item feature vectors are usually dense. Thus this model requires
(nu + nv ) ∗ k parameters. In industrial-scale datasets, the number
of input ratings can be on the order of billions, while nu can range
anywhere from 106 − 108 . Thus, even when considering low rank
models, e.g., k = 10, the number of model parameters can be on
the order of billions. The scale of both the input ratings and the
models for such large-scale problems often necessitates storage
across multiple machines, thus requiring efficient communication
mechanisms for model training.
Classically, the Alternating Least Squares (ALS) [29] method
solves the the objective function д(U ,V ; A) by alternatively updating U and V , using the following closed form expression, shown
here for a user factor:
T
T
ui∗ = (Vˆi Vˆi + λIk ) −1Vˆi Ai

(2)

where Vˆi is the matrix containing the vectors of items rated by
user i and Ai is row vector containing ratings by user i. Previous
work [38] has shown that the subproblems for each user or item
can trivially be solved in parallel, thus suggesting a natural parallelization strategy which has been adopted in systems like Apache
Mahout [27]. However, as we will discuss, communication bottlenecks limit the scalability of these straightforward parallelization
schemes for industrial-scale applications.
Alternatively, д(U ,V ; A) can also be solved using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [25] or coordinate descent [35]. SGD enjoys
strong convergence guarantees [9, 17], and asynchronous update
schemes have been proposed to scale SGD to large-scale collaborative filtering problems [16, 25]. However, as pointed out in various
works [8, 35, 36], the convergence of SGD can be sensitive to the
learning rate and SGD can scale poorly in distributed settings when
the number of workers is large (on the order of hundreds). Thus,
many next generation parameter server frameworks (e.g. PetuumStrads, DiFacto) have adopted the coordinate descent approach.

3

COMPETING SYSTEMS

BSP systems like Apache Mahout, Spark and parameter server
frameworks like Petuum [33], DiFacto [19] have adopted different
approaches for the collaborative filtering problem, each of which is
particularly well-suited for its individual framework. The underlying
implementation on these frameworks are highly optimized and
tuned in accordance to each of these systems.
One of the earliest open-source industrial scale solution for collaborative filtering on BSP systems was the ALS implementation on
Apache Mahout [27]. However, recently an implementation of ALS
on Spark (MLlib version 1.1) has been shown to outperform Mahout
by an order of magnitude in the benchmark study in [24], mainly
due to Spark’s in-memory capabilities. However, this Spark implementation still suffered from communication bottlenecks, high
storage requirements, and significant computational overheads,
making it inefficient for large-scale datasets and models. Likewise,
graph based platforms like GraphLab [20], with built-in scheduling mechanisms, follow a vertex-centric computing model [34] to

ensure strong consistency among its model variables (the GatherApply-Scatter abstraction), thereby making its communication cost
comparable to the synchronous setting on the BSP frameworks.
The recently proposed parameter server systems [18, 19, 33]
leverage the idea of error-tolerance in machine learning algorithms
and follow an asynchronous/stale synchronous update mechanism,
where model parameters are not synchronized at every epoch. The
first generation parameter server framework PMLS Bosen [10]
mainly provided a data parallel machine learning framework which
was unable to scale to billions of model parameters. It was recently
replaced by the state-of-the-art model parallel parameter server
system Petuum (or PMLS Strads), which have been shown to outperform BSP systems and graph-central frameworks like GraphLab
[33].
In addition to a stale-synchronous model, Petuum also offers
a dynamic scheduler that prioritizes computation towards nonconverged model parameters, hoping for a faster convergence.
However, the asynchrony in the updates can lead to the divergence of strongly correlated model parameters. This observation
introduces additional overhead for the scheduler, as it must decide which model parameters can be updated independently. With
respect to the matrix factorization problem, Petuum solves the objective function in equation (1) using a highly optimized distributed
implementation of coordinate descent [13].
Another recent parameter server system, DiFacto [19] supports
large-scale distributed factorization machines to solve the recommendation problem. However, this system is optimized to incorporate user features. Unlike all the other aforementioned competing
systems, DiFacto solves a more complex objective than the one
described in equation (1).

4

DISTRIBUTED ALS IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we first examine a trivial distributed ALS algorithm,
which broadcasts everything as shown in Figure 1a. In this simple
algorithm, the ratings matrix is loaded into the memory of the
master which then initializes the model and broadcasts both data
and initial model parameters. At the end of each ALS iteration, the
updated parameters are then broadcasted back. Consequently, this
approach involves a lot of communication overhead and can only
work for small data and model sizes.
A better alternative would be to use a data parallel approach,
where the ratings matrix is partitioned across the workers and the
master initializes the models and broadcasts only the parameters.
This case is shown in Figure 1b. The updated model at the end
of each iteration is then broadcasted again. This algorithm works
reasonably well on large datasets, provided the number of model
parameters remains small.
However this approach also does not scale to large model sizes
that do not fit in the memory of a single machine. In fact, for
training these large models, we need to leverage the idea of model
parallelism, where models (user and item factors) are initialized
at the workers and shared at each iteration via joins between the
workers as shown in Figure 1c. However, as we show next in Section
4.1.1, a naive model parallel algorithm may not scale well due to
the overall communication cost. After discussing the inadequacies

of these naive algorithms, we will then gradually introduce our
optimization strategies to solve these limitations.

4.1

Reducing Communication Cost

4.1.1 All-to-All Join. In a naive model parallel ALS algorithm,
the ratings matrix, the user and item factors are distributed across
the workers in a cluster. Let us assume in an ALS iteration, we need
to calculate the item factors from the previously computed user
factors. This means the appropriate user factors need to be sent to
the machines containing the relevant item factors [26]. To build
an intuitive understanding of this approach, consider the bipartite
graph presented in Figure 2. In this figure, the users are represented
by the nodes on the left and the items by nodes on the right. Each
edge here represents a rating. Now, for computing an item feature
vector, say for v 1 , we need to send the user factors for users u 1
and u 2 to the node storing the factors for v 1 . Similarly, while
computing factors for v 2 , we need to send the factors of u 1 and u 2
along with u 3 to the node, which has the factors of item v 2 . This is
similar to the message passing mechanism of vertex programming
models executed on platforms like GraphLab [20] and Pregel [21],
irrespective of mirroring technique [34]. It is also important to
note that, even when the factors for v 1 and v 2 are hosted on the
same machine, this algorithm will still end up sending the factors
of u 2 twice. In fact, the communication cost in this algorithm is
governed by the number of edges times the size of the factors we
are computing. Since, the number of edges is equal to the number
of ratings, the communication cost is given by O (nk ), where n is
the number of ratings under consideration and k is the rank.
Solving a least squares convex problem, using the closed form
expression shown in (2), has a computational time complexity of
O (nk 2 ). Although, the communication cost is less than the computation cost of O (nk 2 ), but the computation is done in CPU. Thus
for large-scale models, the network bandwidth and the communication cost form the main bottleneck in BSP systems like Spark (or
graph-based platforms like GraphLab) as naive algorithms end up
shuffling huge amount of data over the network for each model update in every iteration. Therefore to mitigate this issue, we propose
the following novel block-to-block strategy.

Figure 2: All to all join adversely impacts communication
cost thereby making naive model parallel ALS unscalable.

4.1.2 Block-to-Block Join. In a block-to-block join algorithm,
we use our own data structure to reduce the shuffling overhead by
partitioning the ratings, user factors and item factors into blocks
distributed over the workers in the cluster. In this algorithm, we
create two sets of blocks – InBlocks and OutBlocks. Formally, the
OutBlocks store the factors which are needed to be sent out, while

(a) Broadcast everything

(b) Data parallel architecture

(c) Model parallel architecture

Figure 1: Different architectures for distributed ALS implementation.
InBlocks store the factors which are being computed during the
current iteration. Continuing with the same example introduced
earlier, the corresponding InBlocks and OutBlocks are shown in
Figure 3. Here, we store the factors for users u 1 and u 2 on the
OutBlock P1 and the factors for user u 3 on OutBlock P 2 . Similarly,
we partition the item factors for items v 1 , v 2 , v 3 and v 4 evenly into
Inblocks Q 1 and Q 2 . If we assume that each block is stored on a
single node, then the user factors in OutBlock P 1 only need to be
sent once over the network to update both the factors for v 1 and
v 2 , thereby reducing the communication cost over all-to-all join.
In addition to the InBlocks and OutBlocks, we also need two
auxiliary data structures – OutLink mapping and InLink mapping.
The OutLink mapping stores the user/item ids and feature vectors
for a given OutBlock, along with a list of destination InBlocks that
indicates where to send these vectors. The second auxiliary data
structure is called InLink mapping and is stored at each InBlock.
It represents a sub-graph that indicates which user/item factors to
use for computing a given item/user factor respectively, once the
required data has been sent using the OutLink mapping.

create a significant amount of data shuffling across the cluster
while computing the item factors (similar argument applies for user
factors if we use a column-wise partitioning).
Another alternative is to use 2D partitioning shown in Figure 4,
where disjoint blocks of the ratings matrix are distributed across
the workers. However, in the worst case, a worker can end up
having just a single rating due to this 2D partitioning. As a result,
computing the user and item factors corresponding to that worker
would involve a lot of data shuffling.
In order to resolve the above issues, we leverage the concept of
hybrid 1.5D partitioning [6] as shown in Figure 4. In this strategy,
two copies of the sub ratings matrix are cached with the corresponding InLink mapping at the InBlocks to reduce the cost of shuffling
at each iteration. One copy is used the for InBlocks for users and
another for InBlocks for items. These algorithmic optimizations
allow us to significantly reduce the communication cost. However,
with 1.5D partitioning, we are now storing two copies of the ratings. Therefore, we also need to store the InBlocks efficiently, as
otherwise a storage overhead would lead to a larger number of
machines being required in the cluster, thus adversely impacting
the cost and scalability.

Figure 3: Reducing communication cost using block to block
join.

4.1.3 Ratings Matrix Distribution. The distribution of the input
ratings matrix can also play a significant role in minimizing the
communication overhead. For example, consider the 1D partitioning
shown in Figure 4, where the ratings are distributed in a row-wise
fashion across the workers. Unfortunately, this partitioning would

Figure 4: Three different strategies for distributing the ratings matrix.

4.2

Reducing Storage Overhead

4.2.1 Naive Implementation. As discussed earlier, the InBlocks
for items contain user IDs (with corresponding feature vectors)
along with the ratings for each corresponding user. The same
logic follows for InBlocks for users as well. The naive way of
arranging the InBlocks for items would be to use an array of tuples in the format <itemid:int, userid:int, rating:double>.
For instance, the InBlock Q 1 in Figure 3 can be stored naively as:
[(v 1 ,u 1 ,r 11 ), (v 2 ,u 1 ,r 12 ), (v 1 ,u 2 ,r 21 ), (v 2 ,u 2 ,r 22 ), (v 2 ,u 3 ,r 32 )] However, there are two significant problems with this naive storage
scheme – first, there will be a huge storage overhead as each tuple
needs to maintain additional pointer, where the pointers are usually
of storage type long (i.e. additional bytes for each tuple). Secondly,
having a tuple for each rating would create billions of objects across
all the Java virtual machines spawned on the different nodes in a
cluster. This would create a high garbage collection (GC) pressure
and increase the computational overhead.
4.2.2 Semi-naive Implementation. A slightly better approach
would be to use three primitive arrays instead of an array of tuples,
i.e.,: ([v 1 ,v 2 ,v 1 ,v 2 ,v 2 ], [u 1 ,u 1 ,u 2 ,u 2 ,u 3 ], [r 11 ,r 12 ,r 21 ,r 22 ,r 32 ]). This
would reduce the GC pressure as well as the storage overhead compared to the naive strategy. It is worth mentioning that instead of
using array of type double to store the ratings, we use the primitive
type float, as this slight loss of precision does not impact the accuracy of the ALS solution, but it reduces computational and storage
overhead making the implementation more scalable. However note
that the array of items is not sorted in this storage scheme. Thus,
we have to start solving the least squares problems for v 1 and v 2
together to compute their corresponding item factors. In other
words, we have to construct all the sub-problems together for the
different items and store them in memory. This will give a worst
case space complexity of O (n j k 2 ), where n j is the number of items
in the given InBlock.
4.2.3 Pre-sorted Array based Implementation. One way to reduce this storage complexity of the semi-naive implementation
is to sort the primitive arrays accordingly. For example, the following instance shows the items are sorted in ascending order
and the users and the ratings are sorted in accordance to the items:
([v 1 ,v 1 ,v 2 ,v 2 ,v 2 ], [u 1 ,u 2 ,u 1 ,u 2 ,u 3 ], [r 11 ,r 21 ,r 12 ,r 22 ,r 32 ]). With the
primitive arrays sorted, we can solve the sub-problems one after another in sequence, i.e., we need space only to store the sub-problem
for one item vector. Thus, the space complexity can be reduced
from O (n j k 2 ) to O (k 2 ). However, it is worth noting that sorting the
three primitive arrays must be carried out efficiently as otherwise
it can significantly impact the computational overhead. This is
discussed further in the next section.
4.2.4 Index based Implementation. With the pre-sorted array
based implementation, we observed that there are duplicated items
in the array adding to the overall storage overhead. Thus, we
compressed this item array further by removing the duplicates
and instead keeping a local index to point which user vectors are
required by which items. Consider the following example:
([v 1 ,v 2 ], [0, 2, 5], [u 1 ,u 2 ,u 1 ,u 2 ,u 3 ], [r 11 ,r 21 ,r 12 ,r 22 ,r 32 ])

This example implies that for calculating the item vector for v 1 , we
would need the vectors of the users stored in the user array from
index 0 to 2 (2 not included). Similarly, we would need the vectors
of the users stored in the user array at indices 2, 3 and 4 to compute
the corresponding item vector for v 2 .
Although index based implementations is quite popular in webgraph compressions [3], following this strategy in our setting
introduces novel challenges. Specifically, we would still need to
perform lookup operations to identify where the user factor is located in the OutBlock for a given a user id. This implies that we need
to create a hash map with user ids as keys and the corresponding
addresses of the user factors as values. For example, while computing v 1 , we learned that we need to use the user factor for u 1 and
hence we need to perform a map lookup to identify the location of
the corresponding user factor in the OutBlock P1 . Unfortunately,
a hash map for millions of objects increases the storage burden as
well as the computational overhead, since the lookup is not efficient
for large number of objects. Some of the earlier distributed ALS
implementations like in Mahout [27], Spark version 1.2 have been
adversely impacted by use of hash map or hash table.
4.2.5 Block-encoding based Implementation. In the index based
implementation, note that the user id is not directly required in
the computation of the item vectors. Instead user id is only used
to lookup the corresponding user factor from the OutBlock. This
observation allows us to use traditional encoding techniques, where
we encode this address information and store them into the user
array directly, instead of the user ids. We perform this by encoding
the block id of the OutBlock into the higher bits of an integer and
using its lower bits to pack the local index of the user vectors.
Consider the same running example with block-encoding based
implementation, as shown below:
([v 1 ,v 2 ], [0, 2, 5], [0|0, 0|1, 0|0, 0|1, 1|0], [r 11 ,r 21 ,r 12 ,r 22 ,r 32 ])
P1 and P2 are assigned block ids 0 and 1 respectively. Thus, we
replace the user id u 2 in the user array with 0|1, indicating that the
user factor can be found in block 0 (i.e. P 1 ) at local index 1 (i.e., the
second vector). This encoding using the bits of an integer easily
allows us to deal up to 4 billions of users/items.
In addition to the above optimizations, also recall that in an ALS
T
iteration we compute Vˆi Vˆi as shown in equation 2. However, this
being a symmetric matrix, we only compute and store the lower
half, thus further reducing the computation and storage overhead
by a factor of 2.

4.3

Reducing Computational Overhead

In this section, we briefly summarize three engineering aspects
which play a significant role in the overall computational overhead
– how to reduce the GC pressure, how to efficiently sort three large
primitive arrays and how to perform fast linear algebra operations.
• Reducing GC pressure: This plays a significant role in many
BSP systems like Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark that
uses Java. The presence of a large number of objects in
memory usually causes the JVM to pause frequently and
allow the garbage collector to free up heap space. This GC
action is random making different worker nodes straggle
in different ALS iterations, thereby significantly increasing

the overall computational time. Thus, avoiding tuple storage structure as mentioned in the naive storage technique
or not using hash maps as required in the index based implementation significantly mitigates the GC pressure by
creating fewer objects. In addition, we also use specialized
code during initial partitioning of the ratings to prevent
generating millions of tiny temporary objects.
• Sorting primitive arrays: As mentioned in the pre-sorted
array based implementation, we need to arrange three
primitive arrays. Quicksort [12], which is the default sort
in Java 6, creates lot of swaps and objects. As such, we
use an alternative, TimSort1 , which is a hybrid of insertion
and merge sort and is extremely efficient in sorting large
sequence of numbers.
• Efficient linear algebra operations: As presented in equation (2), the computation time of an ALS iteration depends
on performing fast matrix multiplications and inversions.
Hence we call standard and efficient native binaries of LAPACK and BLAS [31] via the Java Native Interface (JNI) to
perform these operations.
In addition to the above strategies, avoiding map lookups (in
block-encoding based implementation) and using float type to
store ratings (at a marginal loss of precision) reduces the overall
computational runtime.

5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Setup
We used two setups for our experiments. In the first setup, we used
a 15-node Microsoft Azure cluster with standard D12v2 instances,
each of which has 4 cores, 28 GB RAM and runs on Ubuntu 14.04
LTS operating system. We used this as our default setup for most of
our experiments. In this setup, 16 threads were spawn per worker
node. For each of the experiments conducted on this Azure setup,
we used the following settings:
• Spark: We used the default Spark HDInsight cluster on
Azure which follows a 2+13 configuration, where 2 nodes
are assigned as masters (primary and secondary masters)
and 13 nodes as slaves. For all our experiments, we used
Spark 2.0.
• Petuum (Strads): Each of the 15 nodes was assigned the
role of a worker. In addition, one of the nodes was also
given the roles of the co-ordinator and scheduler, as required by Petuum2 . In all our experiments, we disabled the
fault tolerance for Petuum, as capturing periodic snapshots
can deteriorate its performance. For all our experiments,
we used Petuum version 1.1. The staleness for the model
was not a user-defined hyper-parameter, but was instead
selected automatically by the Strads scheduler.
In our second setup, we used a 16-node m3.2xlarge cluster on
AWS mainly for our ablation study. In this setup, we used a 1+14
configuration for Spark, with one node being assigned as the master.
We used the same configuration for Petuum. In all experiments,
1 TimSort
2 These

was used to win the 2014 Gray Sort Benchmark [32].
configurations were validated by the Petuum team [33].

we omit Mahout, GraphLab as it is well-documented that Petuum
significantly outperforms them for matrix factorization [33].

5.2

Datasets

We worked with the following three industrial scale datasets, the
first two of which are available publicly.
(1) R2-Webscope Yahoo Music Ratings dataset: This is the largest
industrial ratings dataset made available for research3 . This
dataset represents a snapshot of the Yahoo users’ preference for various songs between 2002 to 2006. It contains
around 700 million ratings of 136 thousand songs given by
1.8 million users.
(2) Amazon Review dataset: This dataset [22] was created based
on the ratings of the users across the two most popular
product categories. This dataset was preprocessed and
stored in a format compatible to both Petuum and Spark.
This dataset contained around 11 million users, 3 million
items and 30 million ratings.
(3) Industrial Scale dataset: This dataset is a sample from a
real industrial application of collaborative filtering, and
consists of approximately 50 billion ratings from 50 million
users and 5 million items [23].

5.3

Convergence Criterion

We are interested in comparing the peak performance and scalability of two different industrial scale frameworks (Spark MLlib and
Petuum) where each of them have different optimal settings. However, these two systems use different underlying algorithms with
each of them being highly optimized in accordance to their architectures. For example, Petuum implements coordinate descent which is
more suitable for their stale synchronous model while Spark MLlib
relies on a synchronous ALS approach for the same collaborative
filtering (matrix factorization) application. Notably, comparison
of systems implementing different underlying algorithms for the
same application have also been reported in [18, 33].
To ensure fair comparison between the two systems (Petuum and
Spark), it is important to select a suitable stopping criterion. Since
the underlying objective function for both Petuum and Spark are
the same, an obvious choice would be to stop at an iteration when
the change in the objective value between two consecutive epochs
is less than some fixed tolerance ϵ. However, we observed that this
strict stopping criterion generally leads to significant overfitting for
Petuum on the training set, thereby producing considerably high
RMSE on the test data. The authors of [33] suggested to compute
the RMSE on a validation dataset at the end of each iteration of
coordinate descent in Petuum and save the most optimal model,
while running the computation until the strict ϵ stopping criterion
is reached4 . All the computations still needed to be run until the ϵ
criterion is reached, as one cannot make any broad assumptions
before-hand about the validation RMSE versus iterations curve.
Figure 5a plots the validation RMSE (on a given Yahoo music validation dataset) against the coordinate descent iterations in Petuum,
while a model is being trained on a 10% sample of Yahoo music
training dataset. As shown in the figure, the validation RMSE
3 https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/catalog.php?datatype=r

4 Based

on personal communications with the Petuum team.

curve is monotonically decreasing for rank 10, while it follows a “V”
shaped curve for rank 20. Figure 5b shows the corresponding plot
for Spark. It is important to mention that we found the validation
RMSE in Spark to be mostly monotonically decreasing across the
ALS iterations. The experimental results are reported here after
hyperparameter tuning. Unless otherwise mentioned, in all our
subsequent experiments we used ϵ = 0.01.
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Figure 8: Results comparing computation time on full Yahoo music dataset for different number of ratings with fixed
rank of 60 and λ = 0.05.
Figure 9 plots the objective function value against running time
for both the systems. This experiment was conducted on the complete yahoo dataset with a fixed rank of 60. Although Spark has
a much higher objective value at the start, it drops sharply and
converges faster than Petuum with respect to time as well as in
number of iterations. Finally, Figure 10 represents the strong scaling experiments, which were conducted on a 50% sample of the
yahoo dataset with a fixed rank of 60. The figure shows that in each
of the three setups with 9, 12 and 15 machines Spark outperforms
Petuum consistently for the same amount of work.
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In the first set of experiments, we compare the performance of the
systems as the model size increases. We conduct these experiments
on the complete yahoo dataset with λ = 0.05. Figure 6a shows
the total computation time for different ranks. As is evident from
the figure, the performance of Spark and Petuum are comparable
when the rank is small. However, as the number of model parameters increases, Spark becomes almost twice as fast than Petuum.
This result is consistent with a recent theoretical result [2] which
shows that as the number of learners increases the convergence
rate following asynchronous update may greatly differ from the
theoretical ideal rate. Figure 6b shows the objective function value
on the training dataset for each of the systems when the algorithms
terminate. Figure 6c shows the corresponding test RMSE computed
on a separate test dataset using the best models as determined from
a validation dataset. The baseline method shown in Figure 6c simply
uses the average rating of an item as its prediction. Figures 6b and
6c indicate that although Spark has a high training objective value,
nevertheless, most importantly, it always has a lower test RMSE
compared to Petuum. It is also evident from these figures that in
case of Spark, as the model size increases the test RMSE gradually
reduces and tapers off at very high ranks. However, surprisingly,
in case of Petuum, the test RMSE gradually decreases up to rank 40
and then it starts increasing with the rank. This could be possibly
attributed to the fact, that a large number of model parameters
could also mean a large number of strongly correlated factors [4],
thereby leading to significant scheduling challenges and conflicts
for Petuum because of its asynchronous update. This could also
explain the sharp increase in computation time for Petuum as the
rank increases, despite having the flexibility of stale synchronous
model. Figure 7 shows the corresponding plot for computation time
on the Amazon Reviews dataset for ranks of 40 and 60.

Objective function value (logarithmic scale)

5.4

In the second set of experiments, we evaluate the scalability
of the two systems in terms of the number of ratings. Figure 8
compares the computation time between the two systems for a fixed
rank of 60 on different subsets of the complete yahoo data, having
varying number of ratings. Here also, Petuum has a comparable
performance to Spark for a smaller number of ratings (around
76 million). However, as the number of ratings increases Spark
outperforms Petuum significantly becoming almost twice as fast.

40

60

Rank

Figure 7: Results comparing computation time on Amazon
dataset for ranks 40 and 60 with λ = 0.05.

Figure 9: Plot of objective function value with running time
on complete Yahoo music dataset for matrix rank 60 and λ =
0.05.
In our final experiment, we present an ablation study on the
effectiveness of our storage optimization algorithm. We conducted
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Figure 5: RMSE computed on a separately provided Yahoo music validation dataset for ranks 10 and 20 with λ = 0.05.
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Table 1: Reduction in Storage Overhead
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Figure 10: Results comparing computation time on 50% Yahoo music dataset for rank 60 with λ = 0.0001 and ϵ = 0.02.

this experiment on the Amazon Review dataset using the AWS
setup with rank 10. In this study, we compare the storage space
required to store the InBlocks and OutBlocks in the unoptimized
version of Spark MLlib (version 1.2) with the block-encoding based
implementation, which is available in MLlib from version 1.4 onwards. The corresponding optimization results are reported in Table
1. As observed from the table, block-encoding based implementation can compress userInBlock and itemOutBlock to nearly 30%
of their initial sizes, while userOutBlock and itemInBlock can be
further compressed to 18%.

5.5

Real Industrial Deployment

We next present results on an industrial dataset consisting of roughly
50 billion ratings from 50 million users and 5 million items. The
matrix factorization implementation on Spark MLlib has been industrially deployed [23] and tested on 32 r3.8xlarge nodes (around
$10/hr with spot instances). In this setup, it usually takes 1 hour
to complete 10 iterations for building a model with rank 10 which
consists of 550 million parameters. On average, it usually takes
10 minutes to prepare the InBlocks and the OutBlocks and then 5
minutes per ALS iteration.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an efficient model parallel algorithm
for ALS and discussed its optimized implementation on Apache
Spark. This implementation, which is available in the current version of Spark MLlib (version 2.1.0) has been industrially deployed
for large-scale collaborative filtering problems. We also benchmarked the performance of our implementation against another

optimized implementation developed on the leading open source
parameter server framework, Petuum (Strads). Empirical results
show that MLlib can actually outperform such asynchronous systems in terms of scalability, accuracy and computation time as the
number of parameters increases. In future, we plan to extend the
optimization strategies discussed here to develop efficient model
parallel algorithms for building linear models on BSP systems and
on other architectures like GPUs [30].
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